Terms and conditions of SHABAB monthlv draws 2016:

1.

The draws' campaign will start on 1,/1/2106 and continues until 31/12 1201.6.
ry 2016, continues on the first week of each month until

week ofJanuary 2017.
of each prize for a period of three months and has the right
h the media channels the bank see fits.
ccumulating chances based on the following terms and

conditions:
a. Minimum average balance required to enter the draw and start accumulating
b.
c.
d'
e'
5'
6.
'

7

8'

chances is JD100 (or
equivalent in foreign currencies) per month. Each JD100 (or equivalent in foreign currencies) entitles
the
customer to get one chance to enter the draw. The customer can accumulate more than
one chance to
enter the draw.
Each transaction on point of sale, during the month, through SHABAB VISA Electron
card and worth of
JD10 (or equivalent in other currencies) or more, entitles the customer to get one
chance, The
customer can accumulate up to 25 chances to enter the draw through SHABAB VISA
Electron card.
Each transaction on point of sale, during the month, through the Credit
Card and worth of JD10 (or
equivalent in other currencies) or more, entitles the customer to get two chances.
The customer can
accumulate up to 25 chances to enter the draw through the credit card.
ATM cash withdrawals through VISA Electron or Credit cards are not eligible
to accumulate chance to
enter the draw.
customer may accumulate more than one chance to enter the monthly draw
at a cAp of 200 chances
per Customer

winners will be notified/contacted by phone or any contact mean as per
the winner,s contact details
available to the Bank.
The cash prize is not transferabre under any circumstances.
The net amount of cash prize after deducting taxes
-if applicable- will be credited to the customer,s account
as per the acting laws in this regards.

Arab Bank has the right to end this campaign without prior notice
or announcement.

* Specific/custom
terms and conditions of other draws will be announced by the
bank when due.

** customer

has to visit/contact Arab Bank website, call center or
any branch in order to getting a print copy
of those terms and conditions.

Terms and conditions of FerrariTrip 2015
There will be Five draw's for "Shabab" (April, May,June, July, August)
The terms and conditions for Ferrari draws will be the same as the monthly draws in addition to the special conditions of
travel packages.

.
.
.
.
.
.

Round Trip ticket's for two (Amman

- Abu Dhabi - Amman(on economy class
Five- star hotel accommodation based on double occupancy for 4days/3 nights
Daily breakfast.
Round trip transportations (Airport -Hotels - Airport)
Two tickets to enter Ferrari world
Travelling visa issuance to Abu Dhabi paid by the customer

Arab Bank Fenari world Campaien terms and conditions
The campaign will be subject to the following Terms and Conditions and Customers who participate in the Campaign will
be deemed to have read, understood, and accepted the below terms and conditions and agreed to be bound by them.

.
o
o
o

.
o
.
o
o
o
o
o

Eligible customers are Shabab account holders.
Customer who have won a trip to Ferrari World will not enter into next Draw to Ferrari world.
Arab Bank employees are excluded from this campaign.
The bank reserves the right to decide the eligible Customers based on the most accurate information available at
the time of decision and the bank's decision in this regards will be finar.
The prizes are not transferable/ refundable at all.
Each winner shall be given 10 working days to apply for UAE Travelling Visa starting from the date of the prize
announcement, if the UAE Travelling Visa is not obtained in time for the specified travel date , the Bank reserves
the right to transfer the prize to another and the winner will not receive any altemative prize or the cash equivalent
of the prize.
UAE Travelling Visa issuance will be the responsibility of the customer.
The prizes cannot replaced with cash .
There will be a specific date/time for the trip can not be changed.
The winner will be informed by telephone/ Or any other means appropriate for Bank.
The Bank reserves the right to amend the terms and conditions of this campaign at any time upon announcement.
The Bank reserves the right to terminate this Campaign at any time upon announcement

